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Abstract
Background:  Gene microarray technology provides the ability to study the regulation of
thousands of genes simultaneously, but its potential is limited without an estimate of the statistical
significance of the observed changes in gene expression. Due to the large number of genes being
tested and the comparatively small number of array replicates (e.g., N = 3), standard statistical
methods such as the Student's t-test fail to produce reliable results. Two other statistical
approaches commonly used to improve significance estimates are a penalized t-test and a Z-test
using intensity-dependent variance estimates.
Results: The performance of these approaches is compared using a dataset of 23 replicates, and a
new implementation of the Z-test is introduced that pools together variance estimates of genes
with similar minimum intensity. Significance estimates based on 3 replicate arrays are calculated
using each statistical technique, and their accuracy is evaluated by comparing them to a reliable
estimate based on the remaining 20 replicates. The reproducibility of each test statistic is evaluated
by applying it to multiple, independent sets of 3 replicate arrays. Two implementations of a Z-test
using intensity-dependent variance produce more reproducible results than two implementations
of a penalized t-test. Furthermore, the minimum intensity-based Z-statistic demonstrates higher
accuracy and higher or equal precision than all other statistical techniques tested.
Conclusion: An intensity-based variance estimation technique provides one simple, effective
approach that can improve p-value estimates for differentially regulated genes derived from
replicated microarray datasets. Implementations of the Z-test algorithms are available at http://
vessels.bwh.harvard.edu/software/papers/bmcg2004.
Background
Biologists can now use microarray technology to deter-
mine the expression levels of tens of thousands of genes
simultaneously, in less time than it previously took to
measure the expression level of a single gene. Currently,
cDNA and oligo microarrays can measure a sizeable frac-
tion of all mRNA species in cell or tissue samples. The
richness of the resulting data is opening up a new era of
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systems biology that promises to reveal the complex inner
workings of cellular machinery [1]. However, there
remains the challenge of processing the microarray data
from array images into a format that best facilitates the
discovery of new biological insights. In fact, applying
improved computational tools to previously published
microarray data has led to the discovery of new biology
(e.g. [2]). We strongly believe, as do others, that the qual-
ity of the data processing steps is critical to the overall suc-
cess of a microarray experiment [3].
A typical data processing pipeline consists of several steps.
(See [4] for a review, and see [5,6] for a review of microar-
ray processing software.) First, image analysis software
locates the arrayed spots in the scanned image, quantifies
the foreground and background brightness of each spot,
and notes any irregularities in spot morphology. The
background intensity value is then subtracted from the
foreground intensity value. The background-subtracted
intensity data from each array must then be normalized,
or rescaled, to remove artifactual differences in signal
brightness due, for example, to different labeling efficien-
cies that produced arrays of different overall intensity.
Normalization techniques are often based on the assump-
tion that a large number of spots will have similar expres-
sion levels between conditions. Curve-fitting techniques,
such as a locally weighted regression, are used to equalize
expression values between arrays, or between array chan-
nels for two-color arrays [7,8]. After this normalization,
the intensity values can be used by a variety of algorithms
for detecting differences in expression between the meas-
ured biological conditions. This processing is applied
whether two samples are compared directly or a "refer-
ence sample" experimental design is used. In a reference
sample design, the same reference RNA sample is hybrid-
ized to one channel of all arrays, and the other channel is
hybridized with each individual experimental sample.
This design is often used when multiple biological condi-
tions are being investigated and it becomes impractical to
perform every pairwise combination of conditions
directly [4,9].
Accurately detecting differentially regulated genes
Given a list of normalized intensity values across various
biological conditions, the next step is to determine which
genes are differentially regulated among the conditions
being studied. In the early days of microarray experimen-
tation, an emphasis was placed on analyzing the data
using exploratory data mining techniques, such as hierar-
chical clustering [10] and self-organizing maps [11]. Clus-
tering algorithms measure the similarity between
observed gene regulation patterns across the various con-
ditions, and assemble clusters such that similarly regu-
lated genes are grouped together. The resulting clusters
produce an effective overview of the data, showing which
of the many possible patterns of regulation are actually
present in the data. Since these patterns are somewhat
robust, a few erroneous spots are unlikely to change them
dramatically. For a researcher who is simply interested in
the overall pattern of the data, performing replicate arrays
to reduce the number of errors is not particularly efficient.
Many researchers choose instead to explore a greater
number of experimental conditions.
Increasingly, microarrays are being used in a different con-
text; researchers want to know with high confidence
which specific genes are regulated across a small number of
experimental conditions (e.g., treatment vs. control, or
mutant vs. wildtype). To answer this question, it becomes
extremely important to use an accurate method to rank
individual genes by their probability of truly being regu-
lated, especially since this information may be used to
plan more labor-intensive experiments around biological
questions raised by a small number of such putatively reg-
ulated genes. In the absence of replicate arrays, the relia-
bility of the data can be estimated (e.g. [12,13]), but such
"single slide" methods require a model of the expected
noise characteristics of the system, a property that can
potentially change between datasets. Performing replicate
arrays can significantly improve predictions of differen-
tially regulated genes, thereby decreasing the false positive
(false detection) rate and false negative rate [9,14,15].
Using replicate arrays allows the calculation of more accu-
rate significance estimates (p-values) that will aid in the
interpretation of a list of "top regulated genes," which are
commonly ranked by ratio alone.
Here we address the problem of accurately detecting genes
that are significantly differentially regulated between a
pair of biological conditions, given microarray datasets
with a small number of replicates (e.g. N = 3 arrays). If the
number of replicates were very large (e.g., hundreds), the
task would be relatively easy; since the ratio of expression
levels between the two conditions would be well esti-
mated by the average ratio or median ratio, the genes
could simply be ranked by one of these estimates. In prac-
tice, however, the number of replicate arrays is rarely
greater than 3, and estimates of average expression ratios
are not always sufficiently accurate to predict which genes
are truly regulated. The variation of a measured expression
ratio is critical in determining whether the observed ratio
is due to random measurement fluctuations or to a true
difference between the quantities being measured. Genes
with larger measured expression ratios between condi-
tions are more likely to be truly regulated, while genes
whose ratios have a high measured variance are less likely
to be truly regulated. This idea can be expressed mathe-
matically as a test statistic where the numerator contains
an estimate of the size of the effect, i.e. the ratio of gene
expression intensities between conditions, and theBMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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denominator includes an estimate of the variance, i.e. the
standard deviation of the ratio. A variety of such statistical
tests have been applied to microarray data (reviewed in
[4,16]); the challenge is to choose the numerator and
denominator of the test statistic such that it makes the
best use of all available data in order to get the most accu-
rate determination of which genes are most likely to be
regulated.
Comparing statistical tests used to find differentially 
regulated genes
The familiar Student's t-test (hereafter, "standard t-test") is
the most straightforward method of calculating whether
there is a significant difference in expression levels
between conditions for each gene. Suppose that mRNAs
from two biological conditions, "X" and "Y", are hybrid-
ized to a small number of replicate arrays (N two-color
arrays or 2N one-color arrays). Mavg, the average logged
ratio of expression levels between conditions X and Y, and
its sample standard deviation, σM, are given by the stand-
ard formulas (see Methods). A standard t-statistic is calcu-
lated as  . From this formula, it is clear that a
large t-statistic (and the corresponding highly significant
p-value) can occur because of either a large Mavg (high
ratio) or a small σM (low noise). Although the standard t-
statistic (or derivates thereof based on permutation [17]
or Bayesian analysis [18]) can produce acceptable results
for larger numbers of replicates (e.g., N = 8), the results are
less than satisfactory when applied to a small number of
microarray replicates (e.g., N = 3, Fig. 1). Fig. 1a shows
data from an experiment that was repeated 6 times on
two-color arrays. The six arrays were split into two random
groups of three arrays, and the t-statistic described above
was calculated for each gene in each group of three. The t-
statistics from the two groups are graphed against each
other in Fig. 1a. Although the two groups contain replicate
arrays from the same experimental conditions, the t-statis-
tic is clearly not reproducible between the groups. Fig. 1b
and 1c demonstrate that Mavg, the numerator of the t-sta-
tistic, is more reproducible between the two groups, while
1/σM, representing the denominator of the t-statistic, is
not reproducible. This example highlights the major
shortcoming of the t-statistic: due to random chance, the
replicate ratios can occasionally be extremely similar, pro-
ducing an artificially low σM and high t values. False posi-
tives stemming from this effect prevent the standard t-
statistic from serving as a reliable or useful test of which
genes are truly regulated.
To overcome this limitation, various modifications to the
t-statistic have been proposed. First, a "penalized" t-statis-
tic (also called a "moderated" or "regulated" t-statistic)
can be used, where a constant value is added to the
denominator. Tusher et al. use a penalized t-statistic of the
form  [19]. The addition of the con-
stant s0 prevents the denominator from becoming small
for low  σM, reducing the false positive rate of genes with
unusually low σM. Choosing too large an s0, however,
effectively makes the denominator a constant, removing
Evaluating the reproducibility of t-statistics between spots  using a standard t-test. Figure 1
Evaluating the reproducibility of t-statistics between spots using a 
standard t-test. Two subsets of Dataset 4 each contain three 
replicate arrays derived from identical biological experi-
ments. (a) Comparison of t-statistics for each subset. Values 
greater than ± 500 are not shown. (b) Comparison of aver-
age logged ratios Mavg, which is the numerator of the t-statis-
tic. (c) Comparison of the inverse of the standard deviation 
σM, which is in the denominator of the t-statistic. Values 
greater than 150 are not shown.
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useful information about the variability of genes. Estimat-
ing the optimal s0 for a particular dataset can be based on
minimizing the coefficient of variation of the absolute t-
statistic values ("SAM") [19], minimizing false positive
and false negative estimates obtained through permuta-
tion ("SAMroc") [16], or simply choosing s0 as the 90th
percentile of the σM values [20]. These studies have dem-
onstrated that when ranking genes from a microarray
dataset, a penalized t-statistic can perform better than a
standard t-statistic in terms of decreasing the false positive
and false negative rate [4,16,18-21], but it also has the
potential disadvantage of showing bias against genes of
high intensity [16].
An alternative to using a penalized t-statistic is obtaining
a more precise estimate of the standard deviation σM.
Such an estimate should be less susceptible to a chance
concordance of measurements of M that occasionally pro-
duces an extremely low σM and a high t-statistic. For this
purpose, knowledge of the relationships between the data
points can be used to improve the estimate. Namely, the
variance values, or σM
2, for one spot can be pooled, or
smoothed, with the σM
2 values of spots that are likely to
have similar variances. The variance of microarray data
has often been observed to be a function of the spot inten-
sity [12,15,21-30], raising the possibility that the vari-
ances of individual spots can be pooled with those of
spots of similar intensity to produce a more precise esti-
mate of the standard deviation. Several studies have taken
into account this intensity-dependent heteroscedasticity.
For example, Rocke et al. [27] and Newton et al. [13] have
presented models of measurement error in microarrays
that can explicitly take into account higher variance at
lower expression levels. More general approaches to vari-
ance pooling have been implemented in a variety of ways,
using loess-based curve fits [15], robust nonparametric
spline fits [28] and sliding windows for calculating either
local averages [26,29,30] or interquartile ranges [24].
These more reliable estimates of the standard deviation
can be used directly to calculate Z-statistics, which are cal-
culated according to the same formula as the standard t-
statistic, but correspond to lower p-values [26,31].
Strategies for pooling standard deviations
The studies cited above use methods that pool spots
together based on their average intensity or logged inten-
sity. For example, consider one set of replicate spots with
an average intensity of 128 (27) in one channel and 16384
(214) in the other channel compared to a set of replicate
spots with an average intensity of 1024 (210) in one chan-
nel and 2048 (211) in the other channel (Fig. 2). Since
both of these sets of spots have the same average log2
intensity of 10.5, the standard deviations of their ratios
would be presumed to be similar and would be pooled
together using the pooling methods described above.
However, these spots may actually be expected to have
quite different standard deviations; we have noted that
many ratios with high variances result from spots that
have a medium or high intensity in one channel and a
very low intensity in the other (data not shown). Thus, the
ratios for the first spot are expected to be more variable
because of the very low intensities (~100) in one channel.
In this study, we test the hypothesis that if spots are
pooled together with other spots of similar minimum
intensity over both channels (Imin), rather than average
intensity over both channels (Iavg), then a larger propor-
tion of the high-variance spots will be grouped together,
resulting in a tighter fit of the pooled standard deviation
curve to the actual variance and generating more accurate
estimates of the standard deviation.
This study expands upon previous work on intensity-
dependent variance estimation for microarray data by
introducing a new metric, Imin, for pooling standard devi-
ations. We evaluate the performance of the Iavg and Imin
metrics by explicitly comparing the reproducibility and
accuracy of the Z-statistics calculated using these two met-
rics. We also compare the performance of the Z-statistics
to the performance of other statistical techniques in cur-
rent use, the standard and penalized t-tests. Finally, we
extend our technique for pooling standard deviations to
two-color microarray data from a reference sample exper-
imental design.
Results
Datasets
The analyses in this study were performed on five different
datasets. Datasets 1–4 use the direct comparison experi-
mental design, i.e. labeled cDNA from two biological con-
ditions, "X" and "Y," were co-hybridized onto a single
array. Each dataset was generated from a different biolog-
ical experiment using two-color Agilent cDNA arrays. For
Datasets 1–3, the biological experiment, RNA processing
and array hybridization were repeated three times. Data-
set 4 contains 23 replicate arrays (see Methods). Dataset 5
uses a reference sample design, where RNA from each
experimental condition is co-hybridized on an array with
a standardized reference RNA sample. Dataset 5 contains
three replicates arrays for each experimental condition.
Average logged intensity (Iavg) vs. minimum logged intensity 
(Imin) pooling metric
We demonstrate our technique of pooling standard devi-
ations using the three arrays in Dataset 1 as a representa-
tive example of a "direct comparison" dataset. For each
spot, we calculate the average logged ratio Mavg and the
standard deviation of the logged ratio σM, across the three
replicates. The spots are then sorted by either average
intensity (Iavg) or minimum logged intensity (Imin) before
pooling. Fig. 3a and 3b show the results of pooling stand-BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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ard deviations for Dataset 1, using either the Iavg or Imin
metrics; the measured standard deviation σM  and the
pooled standard deviation σM' are plotted together against
either Iavg or Imin. For better comparison, the pooled stand-
ard deviation curves for σM'(Iavg) and σM'(Imin) are both
plotted together on Fig. 3c against their respective inten-
sity metric, Iavg or Imin. Fig. 3 is based on data produced
using the Agilent Feature Extraction software Version
A.6.1.1 to quantify spot intensities in the original micro-
array image. This entire analysis was repeated on Datasets
2 and 3, as well as using two additional image processing
techniques: SPOT Processing [32] and a combination of
Agilent foreground and SPOT background values (see
Methods).
We evaluated the tightness of the Iavg-pooled vs. Imin-
pooled standard deviation curve fits to the measured
standard deviations. Figs. 4a and 4b plot both measured
(σM) and pooled (σM') standard deviations against either
the Iavg or Imin pooling metric, analogous to Fig. 3a and 3b
but using an especially noisy three-array subset of Dataset
4 that includes a population of extremely high variance
spots. Instead of pooling together spots with similar vari-
ance, the Iavg metric combines the high-variance spots
with the lower-variance spots. In contrast, the Imin metric
pushes the high-variance spots to the left end of the curve,
apart from the less noisy spots. This effect is reflected in
the lower mean residual errors between σM and σM' for the
Imin metric, calculated for Datasets 1–3 and six independ-
ent three-array subsets of Dataset 4 (see Table 1). For all of
Motivation for pooling standard deviations by minimum intensity. Figure 2
Motivation for pooling standard deviations by minimum intensity. A hypothetical noise distribution is given with higher noise at low 
intensities. Two sets of replicate spots (N = 3 arrays) that have the same average intensity are shown. However, example 1 
produces a higher standard deviation of the logged ratio compared to example 2, because example 1 contains very low inten-
sity measurements that fall into the noisiest range of the intensity scale. In this case, the minimum intensity would differentiate 
between these two examples while the average intensity would not.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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Two methods of pooling standard deviations of M: sorting by Iavg or by Imin. Figure 3
Two methods of pooling standard deviations of M: sorting by Iavg or by Imin. The standard deviation (σM) is pooled by taking the mov-
ing average of the variance (σM
2). (a) Measured (σM, gray) and pooled (σM'(Iavg), black) standard deviation of the logged ratio M, 
plotted against Iavg. For spots with σM' > σM, the average residual error is 0.28; for spots with σM' < σM, the average residual 
error is 0.31. (b) Measured (σM, gray) and pooled (σM'(Imin), black) standard deviation of M, plotted against Imin. For spots with 
σM' > σM, the average residual error is 0.28; for spots with σX' < σX, the average residual error is 0.31. (c) Pooled standard 
deviation of M (σM') plotted against the intensity metric used for pooling, Iavg or Imin. Data are from Dataset 3.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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the datasets processed with Agilent Feature Extraction
software only, the mean residual errors from using the Imin
pooling metric are always less than or equal to the corre-
sponding mean residual errors from using the Iavg pooling
metric. This observation is most striking for Dataset 4 sub-
set #3, which corresponds to the data in Fig. 4. The tighter
fit that is obtained using the Imin metric is also reflected in
the improved accuracy of the final Z statistic calculated
using σM'(Imin), which is demonstrated in Fig. 5 and dis-
cussed below. The trend in residual values is not present
when datasets are processed with the SPOT technique or
with Agilent foreground and SPOT background.
Comparing the accuracy of different ranking statistics
In order to test the accuracy of the different test statistics –
Mavg, the standard t-statistic, the 90th percentile penalized
t-statistic, the SAM penalized t-statistic, Z(Iavg) and Z(Imin)
– a subset of three arrays was randomly selected from the
total set of 23 replicate arrays in Dataset 4 (see Methods).
Each statistic was calculated for each gene in this set. The
large number of remaining replicate arrays allowed us to
calculate an approximate "gold standard" statistic, tgold, by
computing the standard t-statistic over the set of 20
remaining replicates. The value of each test statistic from
the three-array subset was compared to the value of the
"gold standard" t-statistic, tgold, as shown in Fig. 5. The
squared Pearson's linear correlation coefficient value (R2),
representing the degree of concordance between the test
statistic and tgold, was calculated. This analysis was
repeated five additional times, selecting different subsets
of experimental and "gold standard" arrays from Dataset
4 each time, and the R2 values from all six repetitions are
given in Table 2. The Z-statistics and penalized t-statistics
both have appreciably higher R2 values than either Mavg or
the standard t-statistic. The R2 values for Z(Imin) are greater
than the R2 value for any other technique across all six
datasets. Note that there is less scatter for high-magnitude
values when using Z(Imin) instead of Z(Iavg) (Fig. 5e and 5f
respectively). Accordingly, the R2 value is higher for the
Z(Imin) than the Z(Iavg) ranking metric for all three data-
sets, confirming that the tighter curve fits seen in Fig. 4a
and 4b and Table 1 (see above) translate into improved
accuracy of using the Imin pooling metric over Iavg.
Comparing the reproducibility of different ranking 
statistics
We also evaluated the reproducibility of these different
test statistics, by constructing test datasets that split six
replicate arrays from Dataset 4 into two subsets of 3 arrays
(see Methods). Each test statistic – Mavg, the standard t-sta-
tistic, the 90th percentile penalized t-statistic, the SAM
penalized t-statistic, Z(Iavg) and Z(Imin) – was calculated
for both three-array subsets. A precise, i.e., reproducible,
test statistic should produce similar values for both sub-
sets since all of the arrays in both subsets were drawn from
a pool of replicates prepared from identical biological
experiments. Fig. 1a,1b and Fig. 6a,6b,6c,6d show the cor-
relation for each test statistic between the two subsets,
including a linear regression line in Fig. 6. The slope coef-
ficient of the linear regression indicates whether overall
magnitudes of the test statistics are different between the
two subsets, while R2 indicates the degree of correlation
on a gene-by-gene basis (Table 3). This analysis was
repeated for an additional two pairs of independent three-
array subsets of Dataset 4 (graphs not shown), with the
slope coefficients and R2 values given in Table 3.
Comparison of pooled standard deviation curves using Iavg or  Imin  pooling metrics. Figure 4
Comparison of pooled standard deviation curves using Iavg or Imin  
pooling metrics. The pooling algorithms are applied to a noisy 
three-array subset of Dataset 4. (a) Measured (σM, gray) and 
pooled (σM'(Iavg), black) standard deviation of M, plotted 
against Iavg. For spots with σM' > σM, the average residual 
error is 0.45; for spots with σM' < σM, the average residual 
error is 0.49. (b) Measured (σM, gray) and pooled (σM'(Imin), 
black) standard deviation of M, plotted against Imin. For spots 
with σM' > σM, the average residual error is 0.24; for spots 
with σM' < σM, the average residual error is 0.23.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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The R2 values for the two Z-statistics were similar to each
other and consistently higher than those of the other tech-
niques. Nonparametric measures of correlation, the
Spearman Rho and Kendall Tau rank correlation coeffi-
cients, were also higher for both Z-statistics than any of
the other statistics for all three pairs of subsets (data not
shown). All three calculations of the slope coefficients for
both Z-statistics, as well as Mavg and the 90th percentile
penalized t-statistic, are close to 1, indicating that the
overall magnitudes of the Z-statistics are consistent across
datasets, whereas the standard t-statistic and the SAM
penalized t-statistic produced test statistics whose overall
magnitudes vary across the subsets.
Outlier detection
When calculating the Z-statistic, using a much smaller
pooled σM' in place of a large σM has the potential to
overestimate the significance of gene regulation in the
case where one of the replicates is an outlier measurement
and the large measured standard deviation provides a bet-
ter estimate of the variability. As seen in Fig. 3a,3b,3c,
there are several spots that lie far above the pooled stand-
ard deviation curve. Datasets 1 and 4 were reprocessed
using an outlier detection technique (see Methods). Fig.
7a shows σM and σM' from Dataset 1 plotted against Imin,
as in Fig. 3c, except that the y-axis has been rescaled to
show all spots detected as outliers, which are now high-
lighted in black.
The accuracy of this outlier detection technique was also
evaluated by comparing the Z-statistic to tgold  using
Dataset 4. Fig. 7c plots Z(Imin) vs. tgold for Dataset 4 set #2.
The outliers, which are highlighted, include false positive
spots for which tgold is low and Z(Imin) is high, although
not all such points are detected as outliers. Fig. 7d is an
identical plot to Fig. 7c except that the Z-statistics for the
outlier spots are calculated using the higher-valued meas-
ured standard deviation σM instead of the pooled value
σM'. The outliers are now mostly clustered around the ori-
gin with the other non-significant spots. A few spots with
moderately high tgold values are detected as outliers and
have low corrected Z-statistics, and some potential false
positives with high Z-statistic values and low tgold values
are not detected as outliers.
At the end of the analysis, the outlier-corrected Z statistics
are converted to p-values. To demonstrate the additional
information that the p-values provide, Fig. 7b shows a
scatterplot of X vs. Y for Dataset 1, with statistically signif-
icant spots colored according to their multiple-test-cor-
rected p-values (see Methods). Spots with similar ratios
may have different p-values due to their different standard
deviations. In addition, after outlier detection, some spots
with high ratios are not found to be significant.
Analysis of reference sample arrays
The techniques used above for a direct comparison exper-
imental design were extended to a reference sample
design (see Methods). Under a reference sample design,
one can estimate either the standard deviation of the indi-
vidual logged ratios comparing experimental samples to
the reference sample, Mx and My, or the standard devia-
tion of the paired differences of these logged ratios, µ =
Mx-My. Under the first, or unpaired method, the Z-statistic
is calculated as   where NX and
Table 1: Mean residual errors for spots with σM' > σM and σM' < σM, using I avg or I min pooling metric.
Agilent Feature Extraction SPOT Processing Agilent FG + SPOT BG
σM
2' > σM
2 σM
2' < σM
2 σM
2' > σM
2 σM
2' < σM
2 σM
2' > σM
2 σM
2' < σM
2
Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin
D a t a s e t  10 . 2 80 . 2 80 . 3 10 . 3 10 . 1 90 .20 0.22 0.25 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.25
D a t a s e t  20 . 2 40 . 2 30 . 2 50 . 2 50 . 1 50 .15 0.16 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.17
D a t a s e t  30 . 2 00 . 1 80 . 2 10 . 1 80 . 0 90 .09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09
Dataset 4 #1 0.15 0.14 0.17 0.15 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Dataset 4 #2 0.20 0.17 0.23 0.19 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Dataset 4 #3 0.45 0.24 0.49 0.23 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Dataset 4 #4 0.21 0.20 0.23 0.21 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Dataset 4 #5 0.25 0.19 0.28 0.20 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Dataset 4 #6 0.18 0.17 0.21 0.18 NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
Data is given for three datasets using different image processing techniques (Agilent Feature Extraction, SPOT Image Processing and Agilent 
foreground combined with SPOT background), and for 6 independent three-array subsets of Dataset 4.
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Comparing the accuracy of different test statistics. Figure 5
Comparing the accuracy of different test statistics. Statistics were calculated for 3 replicate arrays from Dataset 4 and compared to 
the "gold standard" t-statistic for the remaining 20 arrays. The x-axis for all plots is the "gold standard" t-statistic. The y-axis 
shows: (a) average logged ratio Mavg, (b) standard t-statistic, (c) 90th percentile penalized t-statistic, (d) SAM penalized t-statis-
tic, (e) Z-statistic using the Iavg pooling metric, or (f) Z-statistic using the Imin pooling metric.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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Table 2: Accuracy of each test statistic when compared to a "gold standard" t-statistic.
Mavg td 90th percentile dSAM Z(Iavg)Z ( I min)
Dataset 4 #1 0.69 0.09 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.83
Dataset 4 #2 0.66 0.08 0.78 0.78 0.79 0.82
Dataset 4 #3 0.54 0.04 0.79 0.70 0.77 0.84
Dataset 4 #4 0.68 0.02 0.80 0.79 0.80 0.83
Dataset 4 #5 0.64 0.06 0.80 0.74 0.78 0.84
Dataset 4 #6 0.67 0.01 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.83
Each column contains the R2 value calculated between each experimental test statistic and the "gold standard" t-statistic for (left to right): the 
average logged ratio Mavg, the standard t-statistic, the 90th percentile penalized t-statistic, the SAM penalized t-statistic, the Z-statistic using the Iavg 
pooling metric and the Z-statistic using the Imin pooling metric. Data are from six independent three-array subsets of Dataset 4. Although Mavg is not 
a statistical test, it is included in this table for comparison.
Comparing the reproducibility of different test statistics. Figure 6
Comparing the reproducibility of different test statistics. Two subsets of Dataset 4 each contain three replicate arrays derived from 
identical biological experiments. Each test statistic is calculated twice, once for each subset, and the two statistics are plotted 
against each other. (a) Comparison of 90th percentile penalized statistics. (b) Comparison of SAM penalized statistics. (c) Com-
parison of Z-statistics using Iavg pooling metric. (d) Comparison of Z-statistics using Imin pooling metric. Also see Fig. 1a for 
comparison of the standard t-test.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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NY are the number of replicates for the given spot for con-
dition X and condition Y, respectively. Under the second,
or paired method, the Z-statistic is calculated as
 where N is the number of paired replicates for
the spot. The samples used in a reference sample design
may not always have been collected or processed in pairs,
so we evaluated both of these methods.
For each replicate in reference sample Dataset 5, the bio-
logical specimens for conditions X and Y were prepared
on the same day, so a natural pairing exists for the condi-
tion X and Y arrays. These data were processed using all
three image processing techniques and then analyzed
using both paired and unpaired methods, and using
either the Iavg or Imin pooling metric for each approach. Fig.
8a shows the measured and pooled standard deviation of
the paired differences of logged ratios (σµ and σµ') plotted
together against the pooling metric, Imin. Curve fits were
analogously constructed using the Iavg pooling metric with
the paired method (with results similar to using the Imin
metric, data not shown), and using both Iavg and Imin with
the unpaired method (with results similar to using the
ratio method with direct comparison arrays, data not
shown). The unpaired σM' and paired σµ' curves are plot-
ted together against their the Iavg or Imin pooling metric in
Fig. 8b. The paired standard deviations are lower than the
unpaired standard deviations except at low intensity met-
ric values.
Linear regression was performed between Z-statistics cal-
culated using the paired and unpaired methods for all
spots. Table 4 gives the linear regression slope coefficients
when either the Iavg or Imin pooling metric was used, for
Dataset 5 processed with the three different image
processing techniques. For most spots, both the difference
of logged ratios (µ) and number of replicates (N) are the
same, except for the occasional difference between the
two conditions in the number of low quality spots that are
excluded from the analysis. Thus, differences in the Z-sta-
tistic primarily reflect differences in the standard devia-
tions. The slope coefficients are all greater than 1,
indicating that the paired technique produced higher Z-
statistic values, due to the lower standard deviations that
are produced with paired analysis.
The mean residual errors for spots with σ' < σ and σ' > σ
were calculated when using the Iavg or Imin pooling metric
in unpaired or paired analyses of Dataset 5, and are given
in Table 5. For the unpaired analysis, as in the direct com-
parison experiments, mean residual values produced by
using the Imin pooling metric are less than or equal to
those produced by the Iavg pooling metric. The same trend
is seen between the two pooling metrics for the paired
analysis. These results are consistent regardless of the
image processing technique used.
Discussion
Building up new knowledge about biological systems is
the ultimate purpose of microarray experiments, but all
such insights have to be built on a solid foundation to be
accurate and useful. Proper normalization of data and
accurate detection of which genes are regulated are vital to
the success of downstream exploration of microarray data.
Even for exploratory cluster analyses, the genes that are
significantly regulated must be selected beforehand. This
task of detecting these genes is a difficult statistical prob-
lem; a statistical hypothesis is made for each of tens of
thousands of genes tested, but only a small number of
replicate arrays are available to test those hypotheses. The
statistical methods presented in this study attempt to draw
as much information as possible out of a small number of
Table 3: Reproducibility of each test statistic when used on replicate datasets.
Mavg td 90th percentile dSAM Z(Iavg)Z ( I min)
R2 Dataset 4 #1 0.89 0.00 0.86 0.87 0.93 0.94
Dataset 4 #2 0.90 0.00 0.87 0.87 0.93 0.93
Dataset 4 #3 0.89 0.00 0.88 0.88 0.95 0.95
Slope Dataset 4 #1 0.90 0.00 0.97 1.63 1.00 1.00
Dataset 4 #2 0.93 0.01 0.96 0.58 1.02 1.04
Dataset 4 #3 1.00 0.07 0.96 0.74 1.09 1.08
Linear regression slope coefficients and R2 coefficients are calculated between corresponding statistics from two replicate three-array subsets of 
Dataset 4. Columns represent (left to right): the average logged ratio Mavg, the t-statistic, the 90th percentile penalized statistic, the SAM penalized 
statistic, the Z-statistic using Iavg pooling metric and the Z-statistic using Imin for three different pairs of subsets. Although Mavg is not a statistical test, 
it is included in this table for comparison.
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array replicates to determine which genes are likely to be
regulated.
It is clear that looking at the measurements of each gene
in isolation can produce a test with low statistical power
(e.g. using the standard t-test, Fig. 1). To improve statisti-
cal power, we can use knowledge about the relationships
among the many thousands of points in the arrays.
Specifically, we group together spots that have similar
standard deviations and then pool together many less
accurate estimates of standard deviation into a single,
more accurate estimate. Our data also show that the Z-sta-
tistics are more precise than either standard or penalized
t-statistics for detecting differential gene expression in
Implementation of outlier detection. Figure 7
Implementation of outlier detection. (a) Measured (σM, gray) and pooled (σM'(Imin), black curve) standard deviation of M, plotted 
against Imin, with the outlier spots highlighted (black points), for Dataset 3. (Compare to Fig. 3b.) (b) Scatterplot of average con-
dition X intensity vs. average condition Y intensity for Dataset 3, with p-values indicated in color. (c) Z-statistic using Imin pool-
ing metric vs. "gold standard" t-statistic with outliers highlighted in black, for a 3-array subset and 20-array "gold-standard" 
subset of Dataset 4. Outlier Z-statistics calculated using the pooled standard deviation. (d) Z-statistic using Imin pooling metric 
vs. "gold standard" t-statistic, with outliers highlighted in black, for the same data in (c). Outlier Z-statistics calculated using the 
measured standard deviation, for Dataset 4 subset #2.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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microarray data. We further demonstrate that pooling
standard deviations using the minimum intensity metric
produces Z-statistics that are more accurate than the
standard t-test, the penalized t-tests, and the average
intensity-based Z-statistic.
Average combined logged intensity (Iavg) vs. minimum 
logged intensity (Imin) pooling metric
We evaluated two different intensity-based metrics for
pooling standard deviations. There are many reports that
the variance is a function of intensity, but the exact shape
of this relationship could depend on many factors
extrinsic to the biological experiment, such as the array
technology being used, the signal-to-noise ratio of the
data, the similarity between the two conditions[30], the
normalization technique or the background subtraction
technique. For this reason, we favor an estimation of the
standard deviation using a curve-fitting technique rather
than a fixed model based on previous data. Furthermore,
when dealing with two-channel arrays, there are two dif-
ferent intensity values associated with each replicated
spot. It is possible that the variation is best described as a
function of the average intensities of both channels. How-
ever, our own experience and many other reports suggest
that the highest variances are often seen for low intensity
spots. If so, the variance may be better described as a func-
tion of the minimum intensity over all the spots.
The data presented here show that the mean residual
errors are either equal or lower when using the Imin com-
pared to the Iavg pooling metric, for every dataset using the
Agilent Feature Extraction image processing technique.
The subset of Dataset 4 for which this difference is most
striking, #3 in Table 1, also has a population of spots with
particularly high variance (see Fig. 4). The Iavg metric pools
these spots together with other spots that have a much
lower variance. In contrast, the Imin metric moves these
spots to the low end of the x-axis, and the curve fit tracks
the standard deviation of the spots much better. The nois-
iest spots on microarrays are often those where at least
one channel is "blank", i.e. a noisy, low level of signal that
presumably represents no expression. The Imin metric is
better at grouping such spots together. For datasets with
low background levels, there is a smaller difference in the
performance of the two pooling metrics.
The trends in the mean residual errors from the unpaired
reference sample analysis agree with the results from the
direct comparison analyses. This similarity is to be
expected, since processing each reference sample condi-
tion separately is equivalent to doing a direct comparison
between each condition and reference RNA samples. Both
pooling metrics generate similar mean residual error val-
ues when pooling σµ, but one dataset is not enough to
make any generalizations about which pooling metric will
Methods of pooling the standard deviation for a reference  sample design Figure 8
Methods of pooling the standard deviation for a reference sample 
design. The standard deviation (σ) is pooled by taking the 
moving average of the variance(σ2). (a) Measured (σµ, gray) 
and pooled (σµ' (Imin), black) standard deviation of the differ-
ence of logged ratios µ, plotted against Imin. (b) Pooled stand-
ard deviation of MX, MY and µ plotted against the intensity 
metric used for pooling, Iavg or Imin. Data are from Dataset 5.
Table 4: Linear regression slope coefficients calculated between 
the corresponding Z-statistics using independent or pairwise 
analysis.
Agilent Feature Extraction SPOT Agilent FG + SPOT BG
Iavg 1.70 1.68 1.70
Imin 1.59 1.61 1.63
Coefficients given for reference sample design Dataset 5. Values 
greater than 1 indicate higher Z-statistics with the pairwise technique. 
Data is shown for both pooling metrics Iavg and Imin and for three 
different image processing techniques. Every linear regression analysis 
produced an R2 value greater than 0.89 (data not shown).BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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perform best for all paired reference sample datasets. The
improved performance of the Imin pooling metric is lost
when using SPOT processing or combined Agilent
foreground and SPOT background image processing,
suggesting that these image processing techniques may be
more effective at removing noise at low intensities.
The Iavg and Imin pooling techniques are reproducible to
the same degree, since their R2 coefficients between Z-sta-
tistics from paired datasets (see Table 1) are similar to
each other. The Imin pooling technique generates slightly
more accurate results, as indicated by the greater R2 coeffi-
cients between Z(Imin) and tgold  compared to those
between Z(Iavg) and tgold (see Table 2). This trend holds for
all six subsets of Dataset 4.
The higher accuracy of Z(Imin)
The Z-statistic calculated using the Imin pooling metric
provides an improvement in accuracy over the other tech-
niques. The t-statistic derived from datasets with 20 repli-
cates was used as a surrogate "gold standard" since 8 or
more replicates can be considered sufficient to give power
to the t-statistic [17]. The t-statistic was chosen as the
"gold standard" instead of the average logged ratio since
the latter does not take variability into account. For each
of the six permuted subsets of Datasets 4, the 90th percen-
tile penalized t-statistic, SAM penalized t-statistic, and
Z(Iavg) had similar R2 values when correlated with the
"gold standard" t-statistic, although the SAM statistic did
perform poorly for the noisiest subset of Dataset 4 (#3 in
Table 2) with an R2 value of only 0.70. Z(Imin), however,
consistently produced the highest R2 value for each of the
six datasets. Since the ratios used in each of these statistics
is identical, this result indicates that the standard error
generated with the Imin technique produces the best corre-
lation with the gold standard t-statistic based on 20 repli-
cates. Although excluding spots with very low intensity
could eliminate the difference in performance between
the Imin and Iavg pooling metrics, this approach would
make it impossible to detect low-expressed regulated
genes, which may be biologically significant.
The Z-statistics from the Imin technique do not correlate
perfectly with the "gold standard" t-statistic, however.
Some disagreement can be expected because the Z(Imin)
data was based on only three replicate arrays, which con-
tain much less information than the 20 replicates used to
calculate the "gold standard" t-statistic. Also the signifi-
cance estimates calculated using the "gold standard" t-sta-
tistic may still contain some inaccuracies, even with 20
replicates. Kerr et al. found this to be true with 12 repli-
cates, where accuracy is reduced if the error distribution
for each gene is modeled separately instead of using a
pooled estimate [15]. Analyzing the large (N = 20)
replicate dataset using robust estimators of ratio and
standard deviation may be able to create a more accurate
"gold standard" to use for further testing of the Z-statistic
or other statistics. Note that we do not employ an explicit
permutation-based approach to estimate the false detec-
tion rates of the statistics investigated in this study, as in
Ref. [16]. Rather than permute gene labels from a small set
of arrays to estimate the distribution of expected test sta-
tistics, with the availability of the large (N = 23) replicate
dataset described herein, we preferred to use this rich
source of actual test statistics directly.
The higher reproducibility of z-statistics
The Z-statistic – calculated with either pooling the Imin or
Iavg pooling metric – provides an appreciable improve-
ment in reproducibility over the average logged ratio
alone, the standard t-test and the 90th percentile and SAM
penalized t-statistics. Both linear (R2) and non-parametric
rank correlation coefficients were highest for the Z-statis-
tic when comparing corresponding spots between three
independent pairs of replicate datasets. Also, the standard
t-statistic and SAM penalized t-statistic generate linear
regression slope coefficients that vary greatly from pair to
pair, indicating that their absolute magnitude is not as
Table 5: Mean residual errors for spots with σ2' > σ2 and σ2' < σ2, using I avg or I min pooling metric.
Agilent Feature Extraction SPOT Processing Agilent FG + SPOT BG
σ2' > σ2 σ2' < σ2 σ2' > σ2 σ2' < σ2 σ2' > σ2 σ2' < σ2
Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin Iavg Imin
σM
2 Cond. X 0.19 0.18 0.21 0.20 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.15 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14
σM
2 Cond. Y 0.22 0.18 0.25 0.23 0.16 0.14 0.17 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.16 0.16
σµ
2 0.19 0.18 0.22 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12
Analysis was performed on Dataset 5 (reference sample design). Data is given for both unpaired and paired analyses, using three different image 
processing techniques: Agilent Feature Extraction, SPOT Image Processing, and Agilent foreground combined with SPOT background.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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reproducible as the Z-statistics, whose linear regression
slope coefficients are much closer to 1.
The high correlation values and near-unity slope coeffi-
cients for the Z-statistic support the hypothesis that pool-
ing the standard deviations of spots with similar
intensities provides a stable, precise estimate of the
standard deviation. This assumption of a well-estimated
standard deviation supports the use of the Gaussian distri-
bution to map the Z-statistic to a p-value. Using only the
measured standard deviation, one is forced to use a t-dis-
tribution with only 2 degrees of freedom to generate a p-
value. This test does not have sufficient power to generate
any significantly regulated points; because of the very
small number of degrees of freedom, not a single spot
seen in Fig. 1a is found to be significant after multiple test
correction. In contrast, even after a conservative multiple
test correction that makes the cutoff for statistical signifi-
cance much more stringent, many spots are found
significant using the Z-statistic. The penalized t-statistics
do not produce a stable estimate of the standard deviation
with these data, perhaps because the constant added to
the denominator of the test statistic showed a large varia-
tion between replicate datasets. Therefore they cannot be
mapped to a p-value in a reproducible manner.
Outlier detection
One limitation of using a pooled standard deviation is
that for a spot with replicate ratios that include one or
more outliers, the appropriately high measured standard
deviation will be replaced by an inappropriately low
pooled standard deviation. This substitution could pro-
duce a false positive result. We have sought to minimize
this limitation by implementing an overlying outlier
detection algorithm. (For other implementations of
outlier detection, see Ref. [26,30].) The algorithm in this
study uses the measured standard deviation instead of the
pooled standard deviation for spots for which the pooling
model may not hold. These spots are identified as ones for
which residual error σ–σ' is positive and greater than
twice the standard deviation of the positive residual
errors.
The measured standard deviations for these outlier points
are valid sample measurements of the variance process
and should be used to calculate the pooled standard devi-
ations for spots with similar intensities. These ratio meas-
urements, however, are too widely varying for one to have
the same confidence in the average ratio as one would
have for other spots; thus, it is appropriate to substitute
the measured standard deviation for the pooled standard
deviation in these cases. Fig. 7c,7d, which highlight
outlier spots on a plot of the Z(Imin) vs. the "gold stand-
ard" t-statistic for Dataset 4b, show that this outlier detec-
tion technique correctly detects many of the presumably
false positive spots that have a high Z-statistic and low tgold
value. The plots also show some false positive spots that
are not detected through this algorithm, as well as a few
spots that become false negatives after outlier detection.
Other, more complex outlier detection algorithms may
perform better, and should be explored. A simple modifi-
cation to the current algorithm, using local instead of glo-
bal estimates of the standard deviation of the residual
error, may improve outlier detection. Alternative imple-
mentations include modifying the pooling window shape
to give more weight to a spot's measured standard devia-
tion or that of its nearest neighbors by intensity. Strictly
speaking, the p-values for outlier spots should be calcu-
lated using a t-distribution instead of a Gaussian distribu-
tion since the measured standard deviation is being used.
We have shown, however, that with 3 replicates, no spots
in our datasets can be found statistically significant using
the t-test and strict multiple test correction. In order to
preserve detection of spots, we continue to use the Gaus-
sian distribution to convert outlier Z-statistics to p-values,
which may slightly increase the false positive rate for spots
detected as outliers. In practice, however, such spots are
rarely found to be significantly regulated.
Unpaired vs. paired analysis for reference sample 
experiments
Finally, we have extended our algorithms to apply to data
from a reference sample experimental design. This design
gives one the flexibility to compare many different condi-
tions to one another, but the trade-off is a loss in preci-
sion. In theory, using a reference sample design instead of
a direct comparison design should increase the variance
by a factor of 2. This increase has in fact been observed in
practice [33].
The paired analysis method can reduce the measured var-
iation in a reference sample design. The linear regression
slope coefficients in Table 1 indicate that the Z-statistic
values using the paired analysis are higher than the
unpaired Z-statistic values. Thus, the paired difference of
logged ratios, µ, is less variable than the independent
logged ratios, MX and MY. This observation suggests that
the effects of biological or analytical variation from repli-
cate to replicate can be reduced if comparisons are made
between paired samples. Whether this reduction is due to
using paired biological samples or paired array processing
dates [34] is still an open question, and probably will be
context-dependent. Although it may not always be
practical, it would be beneficial for investigators to design
reference sample experiments to be performed in parallel
whenever possible to take advantage of the lower standard
deviations produced by paired analysis.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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Finding the optimal statistical test
Several areas remain for further refinement of our imple-
mentation of pooling-based statistical analysis of microar-
ray data. Currently, the standard deviation is pooled using
a simple moving rectangular window of 501 spots, but
other window sizes and shapes may improve performance
slightly. More generally, we have not explicitly compared
the moving average estimator with the spline-fit or loess-
based techniques to estimate the standard deviation used
in other studies (see Background). While we expect per-
formance to be similar, further testing may reveal an
advantage.
Following Ref. [35], we do not try to estimate the dye-spe-
cific bias of individual spots or genes (i.e., dye-gene inter-
action) in order to preserve degrees of freedom needed to
estimate the variance. Informally we noted that dye bias in
some spots produced high measured variances that caused
those spots to be considered non-significant outliers. A
post-hoc test to warn of potential dye bias of individual
spots may be appropriate for small numbers of array
replicates (e.g. N = 3), especially if the experimental
design is unbalanced (i.e., the number of dye-swapped
and unswapped arrays is not equal).
Note that this study only considered statistics of the gen-
eral form (ratio) / (standard deviation). ANOVA models
that consider the variance as intensity-dependent, as seen
in Ref. [15,25], can be seen as an extension of this con-
cept. An ANOVA framework, however, also allows for a
more complicated experimental model that can incorpo-
rate normalization and multiple biological conditions.
Pooling standard deviations as a function of minimum
intensity instead of average intensity may benefit such
models. Permutation tests can also be used to detect regu-
lated genes, and are known to be robust to outliers but can
have low power for small N. Xu et al. found a permutation
test to be equally or less accurate than parametric methods
in ranking genes [36]. Bayesian analysis can also be
applied to microarray data [13,20,21], and may be useful
in this context to draw more information out of the distri-
bution of intensities and ratios in the data.
In this study, data is first normalized, and then detection
of regulated genes is performed in a separate step. In con-
trast, other approaches incorporate normalization and
statistical inference into a unified model [29,35]. Further-
more, the options for normalizing the data are numerous,
including algorithms based on local regression (loess) [7],
splines [37], a constant shift [15], or more exotic trans-
forms that tend to remove the intensity dependence of the
variance [38]. Increased attention to the low-level details
of scanning and image processing may also improve accu-
racy [22,33,39], while at the same time potentially chang-
ing the intensity dependence of the variance. It remains to
be seen how the techniques used for normalization or var-
iance-stabilizing transforms will impact the accuracy and
precision of regulated gene detection. In addition, we are
concerned that some of these transforms may create a
systematic bias for or against genes of low intensity (e.g.,
[40]).
Test performance can depend on data characteristics
Although many datasets have a variance that is intensity-
dependent [12,15,21-26], some studies have analyzed
datasets whose variance characteristics are not strongly
intensity-dependent (e.g., [35]). In general, we have expe-
rienced that microarray datasets with a low background
relative to signal, loess-based normalization, and conserv-
ative background subtraction (e.g. SPOT Image Process-
ing) produce standard deviations that are not strongly
intensity-dependent. In this context, the differences
between the Imin and Iavg metrics disappear. In fact, for
data with unusually low noise, the standard deviations is
nearly constant across all spots and all of the statistical
tests considered in this paper, even simply the average
logged ratio, tend to converge. This observation is not
unexpected; as the standard deviations converge to the
same value, the denominator of the test statistics will
become constant, leaving the test statistics simply propor-
tional to the ratio. We would recommend finding a nor-
malization [7,29,33,37] and background subtraction
technique [22,32,39] that produces low, intensity-inde-
pendent standard deviations. Applying variance stabiliz-
ing transforms may eliminate the intensity dependence of
the standard deviation [38], but might also reduce statis-
tical power or bias the test toward spots of certain intensi-
ties. It cannot be predicted in advance whether all
intensity dependence of the variation will be removed, so
we continue to use the more robust statistic Z(Imin) for all
of our datasets. Furthermore, in situations where chang-
ing the background subtraction or normalization tech-
nique is not possible because the original data is not
available, using a more robust statistic like Z(Imin) will be
advantageous.
While the pooling techniques described herein can com-
pensate for intensity-dependent variation, this intensity
dependence can be minimized or exaggerated by different
normalization techniques and background subtraction
techniques. These techniques may have subtle effects on
the power to detect regulated genes at different intensities,
perhaps creating bias for or against detection of low-
expressed genes. For this reason, until the most sensitive
and unbiased normalization and background subtraction
methods are optimized for each microarray system, we
would encourage creators of microarray data archives to
preserve unnormalized intensity and background data,
and the original image data when possible.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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Of the many useful tests used to detect regulated genes
from a small number of microarray replicates, we see the
intensity-based variance estimation and Z-statistic
described in this study to be a good combination of sim-
plicity, robustness, precision, and accuracy. This tech-
nique allows meaningful p-values to be added to a list of
regulated genes. With this assessment of statistical
significance, an investigator can proceed to focus on genes
that are most likely to be regulated.
Methods
Data acquisition
For Datasets 1–3, microarrays were prepared essentially
according to the manufacturer's instructions [41]. Briefly,
20 µg of total RNA were direct-labeled with Cy-3 and Cy-
5, and labeled cDNAs were hybridized overnight to Agi-
lent Human 1 cDNA arrays (G4100a, Agilent
Technologies, Palo Alto, CA) containing 16,142 features
representing approximately 10,500 unique genes. After
washing, the microarrays were scanned in an Agilent
model G2505A microarray scanner.
Dataset 3 contains 3 replicate two-color arrays with condi-
tion X in the Cy-5 channel and condition Y in the Cy-3
channel. Dataset 1 contains 3 replicates from another
experiment, including one dye-swapped array; i.e. condi-
tion X in the Cy-3 channel and condition Y in the Cy-5
channel. Dataset 2 contains 3 replicate arrays without dye-
swap, but each array was hybridized with a different
amount of RNA, 5, 10 or 20 µg.
Dataset 4 consists of 23 replicate Agilent cDNA arrays
from the Alliance for Cellular Signaling. The files
MAE030201N00.txt to MAE030223N00.txt were
downloaded from http://www.signaling-gateway.org/
data/micro/cgi-bin/microcond.cgi. These arrays corre-
spond to the conditions "B-cell + SIMDM exposure = 0
minutes" vs. "Spleen". Four additional arrays are available
for this condition (numbered MAE02070xN00.txt), but
these arrays appeared to be slightly different from the
other 23 arrays (using hierarchical clustering, data not
shown) and were excluded from further analysis. The B-
cell RNA was derived from 23 preparations, each from a
different set of mice, while the spleen RNA was drawn
from a single large pool (Rebecca Hart, Alliance for Cellu-
lar Signaling at the California Institute of Technology,
Pasadena, CA, USA, personal communication).
Reference sample Dataset 5 is a set of 6 microarrays gener-
ated in our laboratory. Each of the arrays contains a refer-
ence RNA sample in the Cy-3 channel. Three have
condition "X" samples in the Cy-5 channel and the other
three have condition "Y" samples in the Cy-5 channel.
Since corresponding biological specimens for conditions
X and Y were prepared together for each replicate, a natu-
ral pairing exists for the condition X and Y arrays.
Computer techniques
Statistical modules were programmed in Perl v5.8. Micro-
soft Visual Basic 6.0 was used to integrate the image
processing and statistical modules.
Image processing
For Datasets 1–3 array images were processed using Agi-
lent Feature Extraction software version A.6.1.1. The Fea-
ture Extraction Software provides normalized Cy-3 and
Cy-5 channel intensity values for each spot on an array (in
the gProcessedSignal and rProcessedSignal fields of the
output files). The default settings were used for all
options. Quality control algorithms in the software detect
unusual (poor quality) spots; spots were excluded from
analysis that contained a nonzero value any of the follow-
ing fields: IsSaturated, IsFeatNonUnifOL, IsBGNonUni-
fOL, IsFeatPopnOL, IsBGPopnOL, IsManualFlag. For a
detailed description of the Agilent Feature Extraction soft-
ware and the algorithms it uses, see the Agilent Feature
Extraction Version 6.1 Users' Manual. Briefly, Agilent Fea-
ture Extraction determines the foreground value for each
channel based on the pixel values in a fixed-size circle cen-
tered on each spot. The median of pixel values in a con-
centric ring around the circle, with an excluded region
between the outer boundary of the circle and the inner
boundary of the ring, gives the spot background value.
The raw spot value is calculated as its foreground value
less its background value. A surrogate raw value is
assigned when the foreground value does not exceed the
background value by two standard deviations of the spot's
background pixel values. Intensity-based normalization
between channels using a linear regression and a lowess
curve-fit technique is then applied to remove any system-
atic dye incorporation biases.
Images were also processed using SPOT (CSIRO, New
South Wales, Australia)[32], an R-based implementation
which uses seeded region growing to determine the fore-
ground pixels for each spot and morphological opening
to determine the background value for each spot. The raw
spot values, foreground less the background values, are
normalized between channels using an intensity-based
Loess implementation in R available in the maNorm func-
tion of the marrayNorm package of the open-source Bio-
conductor software http://www.bioconductor.org. We
considered three image processing techniques: Agilent
Feature Extraction output alone, SPOT output alone with
maNorm-based normalization and Agilent foreground
(gMedianSignal and rMedianSignal columns) less SPOT
background (morphG and morphR columns) with
maNorm-based normalization.BMC Genomics 2004, 5 http://www.biomedcentral.com/1471-2164/5/17
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Pooled standard deviations – direct comparison design
Three replicate arrays were processed for each direct com-
parison experiment. To map intensities from different rep-
licates onto similar scales without altering the absolute
ratio values, we multiplied the intensity values on each
array by a constant such that mean square error between
the intensities of that array and the intensities of the first
replicate array was minimized. The multiplicative factor
for array j is given by  , where G is the
total number of spots and x and y are intensities for con-
dition X and condition Y. Then, for each spot, the mean
and sample (measured) standard deviation (σ) across
array replicates were calculated for the logged ratio M = X-
Y, where X and Y are log2(x) and log2(y). The sample
standard deviation of M, σM, is calculated as
. A replicate spot for which
either channel was flagged as poor quality was excluded
from these calculations. Spots for which there were less
than two replicates of good quality were discarded from
analysis.
The pooled logged ratio standard deviation, σ'M, was cal-
culated by sorting all the spots by the average logged
intensity   or the minimum logged
intensity Imin across both channels of all replicates and
then taking the square root of the moving average of the
variance σM
2 with a window of 501 spots. We averaged the
variance instead of the standard deviation, since averaging
the standard deviation directly will produce a negatively
biased (~13%) estimate for N = 3 [42]. The Z-statistic was
then calculated as  . Note that Iavg and M as
defined above are equivalent to the symbols A ¯ and M,
respectively, as used in other studies [17]. The common
"M-A plot" would be called an "M-I plot" using the nota-
tion of this study.
Pooled standard deviations – reference sample design
Three pairs of arrays were processed for each reference
sample experiment. For the unpaired analysis, the arrays
within a given condition were linearly normalized to each
other, in order to map intensities from different replicates
onto similar scales without altering the absolute ratio val-
ues (as described above). For each condition, the mean
Mavg and sample standard deviation σM of the logged ratio
were calculated for each feature. The pooled standard
deviation of the logged ratio, σ'M, was calculated by sort-
ing all the spots by the average intensity, Iavg, or the mini-
mum intensity, Imin, across both channels of all replicates
for the condition and then taking the square root of the
moving average of the variance σM
2, with a window of 501
spots, centered on the given spot. The Z-statistic was cal-
culated as   where NX and NY
are the number of replicates for the given spot for condi-
tion X and condition Y, respectively.
For the paired reference sample analysis, the intensity vec-
tors were all linearly normalized to the vector for the first
replicate array of condition X to put all intensity values
from both conditions on the same scale without changing
the value of the ratios. Then the paired difference of
logged ratios µ = MX - MY for each pair of replicates was
computed. The mean and sample standard deviation of µ
was then calculated across replicates. The pooled standard
deviation of µ, σ'µ, was calculated by sorting all the spots
by the average intensity Iavg or the minimum intensity Imin
across both channels of all replicates for both conditions,
and then taking the square root of the moving average of
the variance σµ
2, with a window of 501 spots. The Z-statis-
tic was calculated as   where N is the number of
paired replicates for the spot.
To compare Z-statistic values between the paired and
unpaired methods, the linear regression slope coefficient
with intercept set to 0 was calculated between correspond-
ing Z-statistics from the two methods.
Calculation of p-values
For a Z-statistic Z, the two-tailed p-value is given by 1 -
2Φ(|Z|), where Φ is the cumulative distribution function
for the zero-mean, unit-variance Gaussian. The p-value is
corrected for multiple tests using Sidak's formula, p' = 1-
(1-p)L, where L is the total number of spots being exam-
ined. Note that we did not find it necessary to use more
sophisticated means of controlling the error rate [43,44],
as we are primarily concerned with ranking regulated
genes and not in establishing firm statistical cutoffs.
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Calculation of standard t-statistics and penalized t-
statistics
Standard t-statistics for direct comparison arrays were cal-
culated with the formula  . The two-tailed
p-value was calculated using a t distribution with N-1
degrees of freedom. In a penalty-based technique, a con-
stant penalty s0 is included in the denominator of the t-
statistic. The new statistic, d, is given by
. Two different methods of choosing
s0 were used: setting s0 to equal the 90th percentile of the
actual standard deviations and the significance analysis of
microarrays (SAM) technique, which chooses s such that
the coefficient of variation of d is minimized. The SAM
technique was implemented using software developed at
Stanford University Labs [19,45]. This software imputes
missing logged ratio values before calculating s0, and this
feature cannot be disabled. The K-nearest-neighbor tech-
nique was selected for imputation.
Outlier detection
When outlier detection was enabled, Z-statistics were cal-
culated using the measured standard deviation instead of
the pooled standard deviation for outlier spots. Outliers
were determined by calculating σε, the standard deviation
of the residual error ε = σ - σ' for spots with σ > σ'. Spots
for which ε > 2σε were treated as outliers, similar to [26].
The measured standard deviations for the outlier points
were considered to be valid sample measurements of the
variance process and were not excluded from the calcula-
tion of the pooled standard deviations for spots with sim-
ilar intensities.
Comparison of Z-statistic and penalty-based statistics
In order to test the reproducibility of different test statis-
tics (Fig. 6), two sets of three arrays were randomly
selected from the 23 replicate arrays in Dataset 4. For both
of these subsets, we calculated the several different test sta-
tistics described above. For each gene, the value of each of
the test statistics from one 3-array subset was compared to
the corresponding value from the other subset, using the
squared Pearson's linear correlation coefficient, R2, and
two non-parametric, rank-based correlation coefficients,
Spearman Rho and Kendall Tau, which were calculated
using JMP (SAS Inc., Cary, NC). This entire process was
repeated twice with the remaining arrays in Dataset 4,
yielding a total of three independent comparisons. In
total, six non-overlapping sets of three arrays – 18 arrays
in all – were drawn from the original pool of 23 arrays,
leaving 5 arrays that were not used in this analysis. As the
sets are non-overlapping, each comparison is based on
independent data.
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the different test statis-
tics, we compared these statistics to an approximate "gold
standard" measure (see Fig. 5). 3 arrays were randomly
selected from the 23 arrays in Dataset 4; the other 20 were
used to calculate "gold standard" t-statistics to which the
results from the n = 3 dataset could be compared. The R2
value and the linear regression slope coefficient with
intercept set to 0 were calculated between the correspond-
ing experimental statistic and "gold standard" t-statistic
for each gene. Only spots for which there were at least 15
replicates in the "gold standard" set of arrays were used.
This process was repeated on a total of 6 random subsets.
List of abbreviations used
Xavg: Average logged intensity in channel X
Yavg: Average logged intensity in channel Y
Mavg: Average ratio
σM
2: Variance of the average ratio
σM: Standard deviation of the average ratio
σM': Pooled standard deviation of the average ratio
Iavg: Average logged intensity
Imin: Minimum logged intensity
σM'(Iavg): Pooled standard deviation of the average ratio,
pooled using Imin
σM'(Imin): Pooled standard deviation of the average ratio,
pooled using Imin
µ: Paired difference of ratios in a reference sample
experiment
σµ': Pooled standard deviation of the paired difference of
ratios
Z(Iavg): Z-statistic calculated with standard deviation
pooled using average logged intensity
Z(Imin): Z-statistic calculated with standard deviation
pooled using minimum logged intensity
N: Number of replicate arrays
t: Standard t-statistic
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s0: Penalty factor
d90th percentile: Penalized t-statistic calculated using 90th per-
centile s0
dSAM: Penalized t-statistic calculated using Significance
Analysis of Microarrays
tgold: "Gold standard" t-statistic calculated using 20 repli-
cate arrays
R: Pearson's correlation coefficient
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